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Introduction
POLLARA is pleased to present Health Canada with the following report
of quantitative findings from a national survey testing recall of light and
mi Id television and print executions.

Methodology
-+

' A total

of 1,523 Canadians 16 years of age or older took part in the 12
minute telephone interview between January 13th and 19th, 2002. The
total sam pie has been weighted to reflect the incidence of smokers and
non-smokers among the general population by region. Overall results
are accurate to within ±2.5%, nineteen times out of twenty.
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Regional Divisions
-+

To follow are the margins of error associated with the results from each
region and smoker and non-smoker segment.
SAMPLE DISTRIBUTION
Unweighted #
Of Interviews

Weighted #
Of Interviews

Margin of
Error (%)

Atlantic Canada
Québec
Ontario
Prairies
British Columbia/Terr.

304
301
312
302
304

31
85
127
59
46

±5.6
±5.7
±5.6
±5.7
±5.6

Smoker
Non-smoker
Former smoker

1010
319
194

89
160
99

±3.1
±5.5
±7.1

Total

1523

348

±2.5
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There are few findings that give context to this study.
An over-sample of smokers was collected in each of the regions. These have been
weighted down to reflect the actual percentage of Canadians who smoke which is
approximately one-quarter (24%).
On average, smokers report smoking roughly ail seven days of the week (6.6 days
out of seven). In addition, Canadians report smoking an average of 15 cigarettes a
dal' Among smoking respondents, 40% report smokin~ 10 cigarettes or Jess a day,
39!1. report smoking 11 to 24 cigarettes a day, while 21 !I. of smoking Canadians
report smoking 25 cigarettes or more a day.
Over half (52%) of Canadian smokers report smoking only light or mild cigarettes,
38% report smoking only regular cigarettes and 10% report smoking a mix of light
or mild and regular cigarettes.
.
On average, light and mild cigarettes make up 61 % of the total number of
cigarettes smoked by those Canadians who report they smoke a mix of light or
rnild and regular cigarettes.
Analysis included in this report also makes use of the term "opinion leader" when
identifying a specifie cohort of respondents. Opinion leaders are self-identified by
affirmative responses to a series of three questions regarding their personal
history of activism (writin~ letters to Members of Parliament or the provincial
legislature; newspaper editorials; calling into a radio show; freqUencr. of
attempting to con vince those outside oftheir family of their opinions.
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Key Findings
As health care remains the top issue facing Canadians today, smoking and the
health effects associated with tobacco use factor stron~ly in the mina of Canadian
audiences. On an unaided basis, nearly nine-in-ten (87 !lo) Canadians report that
they have seen, heard or read anti-tobacco advertising in the last few months. This
figure is similar among smokers (91%) and non-smoksrs (86%).
While half (48%) of audience members are not sure towhorn to attribute the antitobacco messages, one-third (31%1 identify the Government of Canada as the
messenger. Just over four-in-five 82%) Canadians who recall seeing anti-tobacco
advertisements report having seen them on television,.while approximately onequarter (24%) recall seeing anti-tobacco labelling on cigarette packaqes, This
proportion jumps to 41% among Canadian smokers who report noticlnq antitobacco package labels.
Specific recall of ads which are part of the government's light and mild initiative is
lower, with just over two-in-five Canadians recalling either the "Cocktail" (41%) or
"Poison" (46%) executions on television. It should be noted, however, that recall of
these ads is hi~her among smokers (46% recall "Cocktail" execution and 51%
recall "Poison' execution) than among non-smokers (39% recall "Cocktail"
execution and 45% recall "Poison" execution), sU!lgesting that the ads have had an
effect of lingering in the minds of smoking Canadlans.
As is generally the case, recall of print executions is lower, with less than one-infive Canadians reporting having seen eitherthe "Cocktail" (19%) or the "Breathe
Easy" (13%) executions.
.
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ln terms of interpreting the message of these ads, approximately one half of the
audience believe they are conveying information that "smoking is
dangerous/poisonous" for one's health. The messa~e that light and mild
cigarettes are "dangerous/poisonous" is secondary ln the minds of Canadian
audiences, althougll it factors among approximatefy one-in-ten viewers. Television
ads prove more effective than prlnt at conveying the light and mild message; in
particular, the "Poison" execution convsys this message to three-in-ten (29%)
viewers (a proportion which is even higher among non-smokers - 36%). Detection
of this messa~e falls to one-in-twenty Canadians who have seen either of the print
executions (6!1o recall Breathe Easy and 5% recall Cocktail). The "Poison"
execution is also the most effective at conveying the message that the "Tobacco
industry failed to properly inform" smokers of the dangers associated with their
product (as mentioned by 10% of viewers of this ad).
Approximately two-in-five non-srnokers who have seen any of the li~ht and mild
executions report that the ad influenced them to "not start smoking .
Comparatively, approximately one-ha If of these sa me viewers rep,0rt that these ads
did not have the effect of lnflùenclnq them to "not start smoking '.
A similar proportion of former smokers report that the television executions
influenced them to " not start smoking again"(8% who recall Cocktail ad; 42% who
recall Poison ad), while p'rint executions had different effects on these viewers. In
particular, the "Cocktail' print execution (62%) was more effective than "Breathe
Easy" (36%) and either of the television ads in convincing two-thirds of former
smokers to "not start smoking again" (42% who recall Poison and cCocktail ads
respectively).
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